SELF-STUDY: ERROR CORRECTION
Directions: Find and correct the errors in the following sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The children were frightening by the thunder and lightning.
Two people got hurted in the accident and were took to the hospital by an ambulance.
The movie was so interested that we stayed in the theater afterwards and talked about it.
The students helped by the clear instructions that the teacher gave.
That alloy is composing by copper and tin.
The winner of the marathon hasn’t been announcing yet.
If you are interesting in contemporary art, you should see the new exhibit at the museum.
It is fascinated.
Advances in science is been made each day.
When, where, and whom has the automobile invented?
My sister and I have always been interesting in learning more about our family history.
I am not agree with you, and I don’t think you’ll ever be convince me.
Every assembly kit is accompany by detailed instructions.
Art was presenting an award by the state for all of his efforts in crime prevention.
It was way too late, and I was getting very worry about my daughter.
The problem was very puzzled. I couldn’t figure it out.
Many odd things were happened last night.

SELF-STUDY: THE PASSIVE
Directions: Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
1. I still can’t believe it! My bicycle __________ last night.
a. was robbed
b. was robbing
c. robbed
d. robed
2. The current constitutional issue is _________ by the top legal minds in the country.
a. analyzing
b. being analyzing
c. being analyzed
d. been analyzed
3. Something hilarious ____________ in class last night.
a. occurred
b. was occurred
c. occurs
d. is occurred
4. The child’s leg was swollen because he ________ by a wasp.
a. stung
b. had stung
c. had been stung
d. had being stung
5. Today, many serious childhood illnesses __________ by early immunization.
a. are avoiding
b. can avoid
c. avoid
d. can be avoided
6. I ___________ with you on that topic.
a. am agree
b. am agreed
c. agreeing
d. agree

7. Many U.S. automobiles __________ in Detroit, Michigan.
a. make
b. have made
c. are made
d. are making
8. Let’s go ahead and do it now. Nothing _________ by waiting
a. accomplishes
b accomplished
c. has accomplished
d. will be accomplished
9. Part A: When _____________?
Part B: In 1928.
a. penicillin was discovered
b. did penicillin discovered
c. was penicillin discovered
d. did penicillin discover
10. In recent years, the government has imposed pollution controls on automobile
manufacturers. Both imported and domestic cars must __________ anti-pollution devices.
a. equip with
b. be equipped with
c. equip by
d. be equipped by
11. A shortage of water is a problem in many places in the world. In some areas, water
_____________ from the ground faster than nature can replenish the supply.
a. is being taken
b. has been taking
c. is taking
d. has taken
12. Vitamin C ________________ by the human body. It gets into circulatory system quickly.
a. absorbs
b. is easily absorbing
c. is easily absorbed
d. absorbed easily
13. Part A: When can I have my motorcycle back?
Part B: I think it’ll ___________ early tomorrow morning.
a. finish
b. be finished
c. have finished
d. be finish
14. I didn’t think my job interview went very well, but it must have. Despite all of my anxiety, I
_______ for the job I wanted. I’m really going to work hard to justify their confidence in
me.
a. was hiring
b. hired
c. got hiring
d. got hired
15. My country ____________ the pursuit of world peace.
a. is dedicating to
b. is dedicated to
c. is dedicating by
d. is dedicated by
16. About 16,000 years ago, northern Wisconsin ___________ under ice a mile deep.
a. buried
b. was burying
c. was buried
d. had buried
17. Ted was new on the job, but he quickly fit himself into the _____________ routine of the
office.
a. established
b. establishing
c. establishes
d. establish

18. The Mayans ____________ a sophisticated and accurate calendar more than seven
centuries ago.
a. were developed
b. developed
c. are developed
d. have been developed
19. George is __________ Linda.
a. marry with
b. marry to
c. married with
d. married to
20. The rescuers ____________ for their bravery and fortitude in locating the lost mountain
climbers.
a. were praised
b. praised
c. were praising
d. praising

